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Akai koutaku no aru KIMI no
Machine tenazukeru sube wo shitta
I can move it faster than you
Kossori KI- wo haishaku!
Itsumono oodoori he
FURU ni fumikomu

GARASU goshi no shisen mune sawagi
Tatta soredake de mou Say ADIOS!
I can move it faster than you
Kono Back style dake de
"kanawanu aite" tte
API-RU wa juubun!!

Let me drive it cause I am the SPEED STAR
Isshun no kirameki
GIRIGIRI wo koeru Sexy
Ryoute mo furueteru
Let me tell you 'n' who is the SPEED STAR?
Dare yori mo hayaku
Chouhatsuteki ni hoete
Hoshi no yo ni moetsukite

MIRA- suresure ni yosete iku
ME-TA- mo genkai ni fureteru
I can move it faster than you
GURAMARASU na Body line
Misetsukete kakenukeru
Kanzen jikotousui
Chotto yarisugi ja nai?
Konna mama no SUPI-DO
KONTORO-RU ushinau
Kidzuitara mou!!

Let me drive it cause I am the SPEED STAR
Chikara de nejifuseru
Sonna dake no yatsura ni
Zettaini makerarenai
Let me tell you 'n' who is the SPEED STAR?
Mekurumeku EKUSUTASHI-
KOKORO mo KARADA mo ima
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Hoshi no yo ni tadayou

Let me drive it cause I am the SPEED STAR
Isshun no kirameki
GIRIGIRI wo koeru Sexy
Ryoute mo furueteru
Let me tell you 'n' who is the SPEED STAR?
Dare yori mo hayaku
Chouhatsuteki ni hoete
Hoshi no yo ni moetsukite

Somebody show me that it is obvious
Havin' greatest fun is the real life
I really don't care who & what I was
Now's the time to prove I'm the SPEED STAR
Atashi no subete ima ni mo
Mukidashi ni shiteku kankaku
Saigo no koe wo kikasete
Soshite oshiete hoshii no
Who is the SPEED STAR!!

Let me drive it cause I am the SPEED STAR
Madamada yamerannai
Otanoshimi wa korekara
Just follow me You never stop!
Let me tell you 'n' who is the SPEED STAR?
Mekurumeku EKUSUTASHI-
KOKORO mo KARADA mo ima
Hoshi no yo ni tadayou

Let me drive it cause I am the SPEED STAR
Isshun no kirameki
GIRIGIRI wo koeru Sexy
Ryoute mo furueteru
Let me tell you 'n' who is the SPEED STAR?
Dare yori mo hayaku
Chouhatsuteki ni hoete
Hoshi no yo ni moetsukite

(STAR) That's you always wanna be
(STAR) When I'm grabin' it on the seat
(STAR) You see shining in your dream
(STAR) What I'm called now, on the street
(STAR) That's you always wanna be
(STAR) When I'm grabin' it on the seat
(STAR) You see shining in your dream
(STAR) What I'm called now, on the street

Somebody show me that it is obvious
Havin' greatest fun is the real life
I really don't care who & what I was



Now's the time to prove I'm the SPEED STAR
Somebody show me that it is obvious
Havin' greatest fun is the real life
I really don't care who & what I was
Now's the time to prove I'm the SPEED STAR
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